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Q.1. Which Operation was launched by Indian Navy for safe passage of Indian-flagged merchant 

vessels in the Strait of Hormuz? 

 A) Operation Saksham   B) Operation Sankalp 

 C) Operation Samudra Setu  D) Operation Maitri 

  Answer : B   .   

✓ Stealth Frigate of Indian Navy, INS Talwar, is currently deployed for “Op Sankalp”.  

✓ The frigate is commemorating the 3rd continuous year of presence of Indian Navy in the Gulf for 

protection of Maritime Interests of India. 

✓ Indian Navy has launched the Operation Sankalp in the Gulf region on June 19, 2019 in the aftermath 

of deteriorating security situation in the region, following attacks on merchant ships in Gulf of Oman. 

✓ It was started to ensure safe passage of Indian Flag Vessels passing through Strait of Hormuz. 

✓ Indian Navy’s stealth Frigate, INS Talwar is presently deployed in the Gulf region. 

✓ INS Talwar (F40) is the lead ship of the Talwar-class frigates of the Indian Navy. Its name means 

"Sword" in Hindi. 

✓ Built in Russia, commissioned into the Indian Navy in June 2003 

✓ The Persian Gulf : Also called the Arabian Gulf, it is a shallow marginal sea of the Indian Ocean that 

lies between the Arabian Peninsula and the southwestern Iran. 

✓ Its length is around 990 km and its width varies from a maximum of around 340 km to a minimum of 55 

km in the Strait of Hormuz. 

✓ The Gulf of Oman : The Gulf of Oman, northwest arm of the Arabian Sea, lies between the eastern 

portion of the Arabian Peninsula (Oman) and Iran. 

✓ It is 560 km long and connects with the Persian Gulf through the Strait of Hormuz. 

IMPORTANT OPERATION & CODE NAME IN NEWS 2021-22 
➢ OPERATION SANKALP 

Indian Navy’s stealth Frigate, INS Talwar is presently deployed for Op-Sankalp commemorating 

the 3rd continuous year of Indian Navy’s presence in the Gulf. 
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Q.2. Gaia Mission’, which was found in the news recently, is associated with which space 

agency? 

 A) ESA     B) NASA 

 C) JAXA     D) CNSA 

  Answer : A   .   

➢ OPERATION SATARK 

Railway Protection Force (RPF) has recently started “Operation Satark” taking action against illicit 

liquor, fake currency circulation, etc. 

➢ OPERATION GANGA 

India launches mission named Operation Ganga to evacuate Indian nationals from Ukraine 

➢ OPERATION AAHT 

Indian Railway Protection Force has launched a nationwide operation to curb human trafficking 

➢ OPERATION DEVI SHAKTI 

India’s complex mission of evacuating its citizens from war-torn Afghanistan. 

➢ OPERATION BLUE FREEDOM 

Union Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment  Dr. Virendra Kumar flags off ‘Operation Blue 

Freedom’ to create a World Record at Siachen Glacier. 

➢ OPERATION PARAVAAH 

Cochin airport launches ‘Operation Paravaah’ for flood control. 

➢ OPERATION CO-JEET  

Launched by armed forces to fight COVID-19 in day. 

➢ OPERATION SAMUDRA SETU-II 

Indian Navy launches for Speedy Shipment of Oxygen-filled Containers to India From Other 

Nations. 

➢ OPERATION SARD HAWA 

Border Security Force (BSF) launched to the western international border of Rajasthan. 

➢ OPERATION MY SAHELI 

South Eastern Railway launches to ensure security of women passengers 
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✓ The Gaia Space Observatory of European Space Agency recently detected several “starquakes”, which 

were similar to tsunami-like earthquakes. 

✓ Gaia Space Mission was launched in 2013. It studies the Milky Way. 

✓ The mission has created a map of galaxy. 

✓ It has revealed new information regarding stars and their chemical composition including the colour, 

temperature, age, and brightness level of stars. 

✓ Gaia mission further revealed that, largest chemical map of Milky way galaxy coupled to 3D motions 

from solar neighbourhood to smaller galaxies. 

✓ Gaia space mission spotted large scale tsunami, called starquakes, which changes the shape of stars. 

✓ Gaia is a space observatory by European Space Agency (ESA). It was launched in 2013.  

✓ The mission is likely to operate until 2025. It is designed for astrometry, in a bid to measure positions, 

motions, and distances stars with unprecedented precision. It aims to construct the largest and most 

precise 3D space catalogue, totalling around 1 billion astronomical objects, mainly stars, comets, 

planets, asteroids and quasars. 

ESA IN NEWS 2021-22 
➢ Gaia is a space observatory of the European Space Agency (ESA), launched in 2013 and 

expected to operate until 2025. 

➢ European Space Agency (ESA) has launched the world’s first commercial re-programmable 

satellite ‘Eutelsat Quantum’. 

➢ European Space Agency (ESA) to launch first disabled astronaut in space. 

➢ European Space Agency (ESA) will launch world’s first satellite, WISA Woodsat from New 

Zealand by the end 2021. 

➢ European Space Agency (ESA) to Launch ‘EnVision’ Mission to Venus in 2030. 

➢ World’s largest iceberg named A-76  discovered in Weddell Sea of Antarctica as per the 

information by  European Space Agency (ESA). 

➢ European Space Agency (ESA) 

Founded : 1975 

Headquarteres : Paris , France 

Administrator : Josef Aschbacher 
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Q.3. Which of the following entity released a report titled ‘Payments Vision 2025’? 

 A) RBI     B) NPCI 

 C) SEBI     D) SIDBI 

  Answer : A    .   

✓ Reserve Bank of India (RBI) released its vision on architecture of digital finance, in a document for 

payments systems. Payment Vision 2025 document The document includes: Regulations for BigTechs 

and fintechs in payments Guidelines on payments along with “Buy Now Pay Later” (BNPL) services 

Introducing central bank digital currency (CBDC) ; and linking credit cards and credit components of 

banking products to the Unified Payments Interface (UPI). 

✓ RESERVE  BANK OF INDIA (RBI) 

✓ Founded : 1 April 1935 

✓ RBI Nationalised : 1 January 1949 

✓ HQ : Mumbai, Maharashtra 

✓ RBI set up : Hilton Young Commission 

✓ 1st Governor  : Sir Osborne Smith (Australia) 

✓ 1st Indian Governor : CD Deshmukh  

✓ 25th Governor : Shaktikanta Das 

✓ RBI Deputy Governor (4) 

1. Tavarna Rabi Sankar 

2. Mukesh Kumar Jain 

3. Michael D Patra 

4. M Rajeshwar Rao 

✓ FIVE SUBSIDIARIES OF RBI : 

1. Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation of India (DICGC) 

2. Bharatiya Reserve Bank Note Mudran Private Limited (BRBNMPL) 

3. Reserve Bank Information Technology Private Limited (ReBIT) 

4. Indian Financial Technology and Allied Services (IFTAS). 

5. Reserve Bank Innovation Hub (RBIH) 

✓ India has four currency note printing presses. 

✓ Nashik in Maharashtra and Dewas in Madhya Pradesh owned by govt of India. 
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✓ Mysuru in Karnataka and Salboni in West Bengal owned by RBI. 

✓ Coins are minted in four mints owned by the Government of India. 

✓ Mumbai, Hyderabad, Calcutta and Noida 

Q.4. Which country proposed to organise a joint border operation named ‘Solidarity-2023’ for 

SCO member countries? 

 A) Kazakhstan    B) Uzbekistan 

 C) Kyrgyzstan    D) China 

  Answer : D   .   

✓ India and other members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) have extended their support 

to China-led initiative “Solidarity-2023”, in a bid to organise a joint border operation in 2023. 

✓ This was announced by Director of Border Security Force (BSF) General Pankaj Kumar Singh after 

concluding the eighth meeting of heads of border authorities of SCO member states. 

✓ This meeting was held in Delhi, under the chairmanship of India. 

✓ Member States supported the initiative of China to conduct a joint border operation of the border 

services of the competent authorities of the SCO member states Solidarity 2023 next year under its 

organizing role. 

Q.5. Which of the following country has been retained in the 'Grey List' of the Financial Action 

Task Force (FATF)? 

 A) China     B) Nepal 

 C) Bhutan    D) Pakistan 

  Answer : D    .   

✓ Pakistan will still remain in the Monitoring List (Grey List) of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) set 

up to prevent international funding of terrorist organizations and terrorists. In the review meeting of 

FATF in Paris, the steps taken by Pakistan to stop terrorist funding have been praised. 

✓ The decision was announced after the conclusion of the 4 day FATF plenary in Berlin. 

✓ According to the rules of FATF, the decision to remove any country from the gray list is taken by the 

team of top officials after physical examination i.e. visiting the said country. Pakistan has been on the 

watch list of FATF since June 2018. It is the longest-serving country on this list. 

✓ FATF removed Malta from its “grey list” but added Gibraltar. 

✓ FINANCIAL ACTION TASK FORCE (FATF) 
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✓ The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental body established in 1989 during the 

G7 Summit in Paris 

✓ The objectives of the FATF are to set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, 

regulatory and operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and other 

related threats to the integrity of the international financial system 

✓ FATF has two lists: 

✓ Grey List : Countries that are considered safe haven for supporting terror funding and money 

laundering are put in the FATF grey list. This inclusion serves as a warning to the country that it may 

enter the blacklist. 

✓ Black List : Countries known as Non-Cooperative Countries or Territories (NCCTs) are put in the 

blacklist. These countries support terror funding and money laundering activities. The FATF revises the 

blacklist regularly, adding or deleting entries 

✓ Impact on Pakistan : By remaining on the “Grey List”, it would be difficult for Pakistan to get financial 

aid from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and European Union, making its financial 

condition more precarious. 

✓ The FATF had issued the 27-point action plan after placing Pakistan on the ‘Grey List’ in June 2018. 

The action plan pertains to curbing money laundering and terror financing. 

✓ India became the member of FATF in 2010 

✓ Financial Action Task Force (on Money Laundering) (FATF) 

Founded : 1989 

Headquarters : Paris, France 

Membership : 39 

President : T. Raja Kumar ( Singapore) 

Q.6. Which country has become the Largest Importer of Indian Broken Rice? 

 A) China     B) Russia 

 C) Egypt     D) Philippines 

  Answer : A   .   

✓ China has become the largest importer or buyer of broken rice. 

✓ It has surpassed African countries as the leading importer of broken rice in India. 

✓ During the pandemic, China took the lead as the largest importer of broken rice in India. 
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✓ 7.7 percent has been imported to China which is 16.34 lakh metric tonnes, and India’s total export is 

212.10 Lakh metric tonnes in the year 2021-2022 

✓ China, India, and Indonesia are the top three rice-producing countries in the world. 

✓ India occupies the next position in rice production after China. 

✓ West Bengal is the largest rice producing State in India. 

✓ Uttar Pradesh is the second highest rice producing state, while Punjab is the third highest. 

✓ The district Karnal is called as the 'Dhan Ka Katora' of Haryana since most of the rice production of 

Haryana takes place here. The district is also known for the production of Basmati rice. 

✓ Chhattisgarh is called the bowl of rice, in this bowl most of the rice comes from Dhamtari, because here 

paddy is cultivated twice a year. 

CHINA IN NEWS 2021-22 
➢ China has emerged as the largest importer or buyer of broken rice from India. 

➢ United States overtook China to become India’s top trading partner in 2021-22. 

➢ ‘Fujian,’ China’s third most advanced domestically built aircraft carrier launched. 

➢ China successfully launched a new Earth observation satellite Gaofen-3 03 on April 07, 2022, 

from Jiuquan Satellite Launch Centre on board a Long March-4C rocket. 

➢ World’s longest Metro line opened in China. 

➢ China launches 5-year plan to become a hub of world robotics innovation by 2025. 

➢ China launched world’s 1st Earth Science Satellite named “Guangmu”. 

➢ China launches new camera satellite with 5m resolution. The satellite, called “Ziyuan-1 02E” or 

“Five Meter 02 Optical Satellite”. 

➢ China launches “Shijian-6 05” satellites for Space Exploration launched by a Long March-4B 

rocket. 

➢ China successfully launched a new satellite named Shijian-21. 

➢ Yahoo Inc. stops its services in China ended its 22-year presence. 

➢ China's Yang Qian wins 1st gold of Tokyo Olympics in air rifle. 

➢ China has launched the world’s largest emission trading system. 

➢ China recently harvested its first crop of 'Space Rice',. 
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Q.7. Prime Minister Narendra Modi has inaugurated ₹920-crore Pragati Maidan Integrated 

Transit Corridor in which city? 

 A) Delhi     B) Varanasi 

 C) Lucknow    D) Gorakhpur 

  Answer : A   .   

➢ China is constructing world's first onshore commercial modular small reactor 'Linglong One' at the 

Changjiang Nuclear Power Plant. 

➢ China turns on world’s 2nd-biggest hydropower dam; The Baihetan Dam is set up on the Jinsha 

River. 

➢ China space station: Shenzhou-12 delivers first crew to Tianhe module. 

➢ China sent the cargo craft Tianzhou-2 into space. 

➢ India emerges as second-largest insurance technology market in Asia-Pacific region after China. 

➢ China successfully launches new ocean observation satellite Haiyang-2D. 

➢ China’s First Mars Rover ‘ZhuRong’ Successfully Lands on the Red Planet. 

➢ China becomes the world’s first country to ban synthetic cannabinoids. 

➢ China successfully launches Yaogan-34 remote sensing satellite. 

➢ Chinese firm ‘Ping An Insurance’ emerged as the world’s most valuable insurance brand. 

➢ China launches core module of its space station. 

➢ China Launches Robot Prototype ‘NEO-01’ Clear Space Debris. 

➢ China names its first-ever Mars rover “Zhurong” . 

➢ China launches its 1st independent mission to Mars  

➢ CHINA 

Capital : Beijing 

Currency : Renminbi (yuan) 

President : Xi Jinping 

India and China 'Hand-in-Hand' Exercise 

Table tennis is the national sport of China 
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✓ Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurates ₹920-crore Pragati Maidan Integrated Transit Corridor in 

Delhi. 

✓ The project includes a tunnel and five underpasses and aims to provide relief from heavy traffic in the 

national capital. 

✓ The 1.6-km-long tunnel, which will be Delhi’s first, will allow commuters travelling to India Gate and 

other central Delhi areas from east Delhi, Noida, and Ghaziabad to ditch traffic snarls at ITO, Mathura 

Road, and Bhairon Marg. 

Q.8. With which country India has held the first Physical Joint Consultative Commission Meeting 

in New Delhi? 

 A) Nepal     B) Bhutan 

 C) France    D) Bangladesh 

  Answer : D   .   

✓ India & Bangladesh have the first Physical Joint Consultative Commission Meeting in New Delhi. 

✓ The meeting has co-chaired by External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar and his Bangladeshi counterpart 

AK Abdul Momen. 

✓ It will review the entire meeting of bilateral relations, including cooperation in the wake of Covid19, 

border security, trade and investment, connectivity, energy, water resources, development partnership 

and regional-multilateral issues 

Q.9. Which organisation said that 36.5 million children were displaced by conflict, violence and 

other crises by the end of 2021, the highest since World War II? 

 A) UNESCO    B) UNICEF 

 C) UNDP     D) UNEP 

  Answer : B   .   

✓ 36.5 million Children were displaced by conflict, violence and other crises by the end of 2021, the 

highest number since World War II, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). 

✓ The children’s organization said that the record numbers were a “direct result of cascading crises — 

including acute and protracted conflicts such as in Afghanistan, fragility in countries like the Democratic 

Republic of Congo or Yemen. 
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✓ The children’s organization said that the record numbers were a “direct result of cascading crises — 

including acute and protracted conflicts such as in Afghanistan, fragility in countries like Congo or 

Yemen. 

✓ United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) 

Founded : 1946 

Headquarters : New York City, USA 

Director General : Catherine M. Russell (United States) 

Membership : 192 

Q.10. Which two banks have been declared as 'Protected System' of computer resources of UPI 

Management Unit NPCI under the IT Act, 2000? 

 A) Yes Bank and Axis Bank 

 B) HDFC Bank and ICICI Bank 

 C) Kotak Mahindra Bank and HDFC Bank 

 D) State Bank of India and ICICI Bank 

  Answer : B   .   

✓ The government has declared computer resources of ICICI Bank, HDFC Bank and UPI managing entity 

NPCI to be ‘protected systems’ under the IT Act, 2000. 

✓ Ministry of Electronics and IT (MeitY), in the notification declared the IT resources of the private sector 

lender as critical infrastructure under Section 70 of the IT Act, 2000. 

✓ This implies that any harm to these resources can have an impact on national security, economy, public 

health or safety. 

✓ Further, any unauthorised person accessing these resources may be jailed for up to 10 years. 

Q.11. What was the net direct tax collection of India for the financial year 2022-23 up to June 

2022? 

 A) Rs 3,39,225 crore  

 B) Rs 2,14,478 crore 

 C) Rs 5,26,546 crore  

 D) Rs 4,55,136 crore 

  Answer : A   .   
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✓ India’s direct tax collections for the Financial Year 2022-23, as on June 2022, showed net collections 

at Rs 3,39,225 crore compared with Rs 2,33,651 crore in the corresponding period of the preceding 

year, representing an increase of 45%. 

✓ Net collection in the current financial year has registered a growth of 171% over the corresponding 

period of financial year 2020-21. 

✓ DIRECT TAX  

✓ Definition  :- Direct taxes are those which usually levied on a person’s income is paid directly by 

taxpayers or an organization to tax authorities of the Government of India 

✓ Example : Income tax, corporation tax, property tax, Wealth tax, inheritance tax. 

✓ INDIRECT TAX 

✓ When a seller collects the tax from the buyer first and then pays the same to the government. 

✓ Examples : Sales tax, entertainment tax, Stamp & Registration fees, State excise duty, Service tax, and 

Excise duty. 

Q.12. Which Indian-origin architect  has been named Commissioner of England history 

preservation body? 

 A) Nairita Chakraborty   B) Bharat Ramamurti 

 C) Gautam Raghavan    D) Mala Adiga 

  Answer : A    .   

✓ Indian-origin architect and design advocate Nairita Chakraborty has been appointed to the prestigious 

role of Commissioner of Historic England. 

✓ She is already a member of Historic England’s Advisory Committee and will start her new role as 

Commissioner from July 1 for a term of four years until June 2026. 

Q.13. Which country's Divyang cricket team defeated Nepal to win the Lifebuoy Cup 2022 T20 

series? 

 A) England    B) India 

 C) Sri Lanka    D) South Africa 

  Answer : B    .   

✓ India Divyang Cricket Team won Lifebuoy Cup 2022 T20 series against Nepal 
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✓ Indian Divyang Cricket team lifted Lifebuoy Cup 2022 by winning a series against Nepal, being 

organised by Wheelchair Cricket Association Nepal at Mulpani International Cricket Stadium 

Kathmandu. 

✓ The Indian Divyang cricket team ensured their series win by winning the first and second matches. 

Nepal won the last match. 

✓ Indian cricket team captain – Sayed Shah Aziz 

✓ Nepal cricket team captain – Ramprakash Kharel 

Q.14. Who has won the men’s singles title of Indonesia Open 2022? 

 A) Alexander Zverev   B) Dominic Thiem 

 C) Viktor Axelsen   D) Anders Antonsen 

  Answer : C    .   

✓ World number one Viktor Axelsen won Indonesia Open for the second consecutive year after defeating 

China’s Zhao Jun Peng 21-9, 21-10 

✓ Viktor Axelsen is a Danish (Denmark) badminton player. 

Q.15. Who has won the women’s singles title of Indonesia Open 2022? 

 A) Carolina Marin   B) Naomi Osaka 

 C) Sofia Kenin    D) Tai Tzu Ying 

  Answer : D    .   

✓ Tai Tzu Ying defeated Asian champion Wang ZhiYi of China to win her third women’s singles title at 

Indonesia Open 2022. 

✓ Notably, this is Tai Tzu’s second consecutive title on the BWF World Tour after the Thailand Open.  

✓ Tai Tzu-ying is a Taiwanese badminton player 

✓ INDONESIA OPEN 2022 (BADMINTON) 

Men’s singles :Viktor Axelsen (Denmark) 

Women’s singles :Tai Tzu-ying (Taiwan) 

Q.16. Who among the following has launched the torch relay for the 44th Chess Olympiad at the 

Indira Gandhi Stadium Complex in Delhi? 

 A) Anurag Thakur   B) Narendra Modi 

 C) Amit Shah    D) Rajnath Singh 
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  Answer : B    .  

✓ Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the torch relay for the 44th Chess Olympiad at Delhi’s Indira 

Gandhi Stadium Complex. 

✓ It is for the first time that a Chess Olympiad torch relay has been instituted. 

✓ It is also the first time India is hosting this competition 

✓ India has been picked as the host nation for the FIDE Chess Olympiad 2022. 

✓ The 44th edition of the Olympiad is scheduled to be held in Chennai. from 26th July 2022 to 8th August 

2022. 

✓ This is the first time that India will host the FIDE Chess Olympiad since its inception in 1927. 

✓ International Chess Federation (FIDE) headquarter: Lausanne, Switzerland 

Q.17. World Refugee Day is observed on which day? 

 A) 18 June    B) 20 June 

 C) 19 June    D) 17 June 

  Answer : B   .   

✓ World Refugee Day is celebrated every year on 20 June. World Refugee Day was designated as an 

International Day by the UN (United Nations).  

✓ The day is being celebrated to honour the refugees around the world. Refugees are people who are 

being forced to leave their homeland due to terror, conflicts, wars, prosecutions, or any other crises.  

✓ World Refugee Day is an occasion to build empathy and understanding for their plight and to recognize 

their resilience in rebuilding their lives. 

Q.18. What is the theme of World Refugee Day 2022? 

 A) Now More Than Ever, We Need to Stand with Refugees 

 B) Every Action Counts 

 C) Together we heal, learn and shine 

 D) Whoever, Whatever, Whenever. Everyone has a right to seek safety 

  Answer : D   .   

✓ World Refugee Day 2022 theme is ‘Whoever, Whatever, Whenever. Everyone has a right to seek 

safety’.  
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✓ The theme of World Refugee Day 2022 focuses on the right to seek safety and means that every 

refugee must be welcomed and treated with dignity regardless of their birthplace, race, origin, or 

religion. 

 

 

 

Q.1. Viktor Axelsen is from which country? 

 A) Spain     B) Denmark 

 C) Serbia     D) Switzerland 

  Answer : D   .     

Q.2. Viktor Axelsen is associated with which sports? 

 A) Tennis     B) Badminton 

 C) Hockey    D) Football 

  Answer : B    . 

Q.3. Who is the number 1 men's Tennis player in the world 2022? 

 A) Rafael Nadal    B) Novak Djoković 

 C) Daniil Medvedev   D) Alexander Zverev 

  Answer : C   .   

✓ 2022 ATP Ranking (Singles Ranking) Men's Tennis 

✓ World No 1 in tennis players : Daniil Medvedev ( Russia) 

✓ 2nd : Alexander Zverev (Germany) 

✓ 3rd :  Novak Djoković (Serbia) 

✓ 4th : Rafael Nadal (Spain) 

Q.4. Who is the No 1 female tennis player in the world 2022 ? 

 A) Iga Swiatek    B) Ashleigh Barty 

 C) Serena Williams   D) Martina Navratilova 

  Answer : A    .   

STATIC GK Based Current Affairs MCQs 21 June 2022 
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✓ Women's Tennis world No. 1 player : Iga Swiatek ( Poland) 

Q.5. Lifebuoy Cup is associated with which of the following games? 

 A) Tennis     B) Badminton 

 C) Football    D) Cricket 

  Answer : D   .   

Q.6. Which of the following is a direct tax? 

 A) Excise duty    B) Sales tax 

 C) Income tax    D) entertainment tax 

  Answer : C   .   

Q.7. A direct tax is a tax which is imposed on 

 A) Corporations only   B) None of these 

 C)Individuals only   D) Individuals & Corporations 

  Answer : D   . 

Q.8. Which of the following is an indirect tax ? 

 A) Corporation tax   B) Excise tax 

 C) Wealth tax    D) Capital Gains tax 

  Answer : B   .  

Q.9. Which country is the largest producer of rice in the world 2022? 

 A) India     B) Russia 

 C) Japan     D) China 

  Answer : D   . 

✓ China is the world's biggest rice producer country. 

✓ India is the world's second-largest producer of rice, and the largest exporter in the world 

Q.10. Which state is largest producer of rice in India 2022? 

 A) West Bengal    B) Uttar Pradesh 

 C) Chhattisgarh    D) Punjab 

  Answer : A   .  
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